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1 FAMILY BUDGET SURVEYS IN FRANCE 
 
The main source of statistical information used in this study is based on family budget 

surveys (FBS) and we are comparing and sometimes combining data from several years. 

However, the FBS project has a very long history and has been modified continuously during 

all period of its existence. Some methodological changes were minor from the comparative 

point of view but others could influence the sense of observed evolutions. In this section we 

stress some basic points of the FBS evolution and  which are important to better understand 

the results in comparative perspective and to set the limits of such exercises.  

 
The history of the family budget survey can be divided into three phases: 

 
1. The first surveys on households designed to describe their living conditions were made in 

the second half of the nineteenth century. Their main goal was to draw the public attention 

on the terrible living conditions of certain urban populations. The sample were thus very 

small (a hundred persons or so) and not designed to be representative of the global 

population but to illustrate the living conditions of interesting fringes of the population. 

Those first studies appeared in the United Kingdom. 

 
2.  During the first half of the twentieth century, the main goal of family budget surveys was 

to provide weights for the calculation of price indexes that is to measure the importance of 

this or that good in the consumption. At the same time, prices elasticities were calculated 

for the first time. Besides, techniques had evolved : random sampling, designed to be 

representative of the whole population, waves survey in order to neutralise the seasonal 

design of consumption, and introduction of expenditures diaries (as soon as 1954). 

 

3. The actual phase(after 1950) is characterised by the development of several specialised 

surveys that specifically deal with some expenditures (transports, holidays, clothing, savings, 

housing conditions, health, leisure...). Two surveys, the Consumer Expenditure Survey and 

the Food Consumption survey, constituted the basis of households budget surveys. From 

1965 to 1974, the Consumer Expenditure Survey was made every year, the Food 

Consumption survey every other year. 

 

The goals of the surveys were more diverse. The survey was used to provide weight for 

price indexes, as usual, but also to evaluate the total consumption for each detailed product 
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(for instance, the measurement of the total consumption of meat in France). Those data 

were used by the National Accountants. They were also disseminated, since they gave 

insight on the structure of markets. The data were also used to forecast future consumption 

levels and structure. They also gave information on consumer behaviour. 

 

The first survey covering the whole non institutional civilian population was made in 1956. 

Since then the French Statistical Office (INSEE) have been conducting family budget surveys 

very regularly.The FBS was made in 1956, 1963, every year in the period 1965 to 1974, in 

1979, 1984-1985, 1989, and 1994-1995. The last one was made in 2000-2001 but it has not 

been  published yet. 

 

From 1965 to 1972: the FBS was an ongoing survey. But when comparing FBS results with 

other sources (National Accounts in particular) a degradation of quality was evident. More 

and more expenditures were not recorded. Several changes could explain this evolution: 

more purchases in hypermarkets, increasing the respondent burden, individualisation of 

purchases, each person having an independent budget, and so on. 

 

In 1973 and 1974, a single survey was made, grouping the former FBS and Food 

Consumption survey. Only the Food part was published, the non alimentary results being 

not  reliable. 

 

Between 1975 and 1978, a global reflection on the FBS was made, in order to improve its 

methodology. In 1977, a pilot survey was made, with interviews and long process of 

expenditure accounting (one year). 

 

The context of 1978-1979 survey was particular. The last results available were very old 

(1972) and there was a huge demand for new data in the field. A new FBS was thus launched 

in 1977-1979. Thanks to several innovations (a present to the households having 

participated, a better training of interviewers, a better methodology) the results were good. 

In particular, the gaps between FBS and National Accounts figures were reduced. The 1978 

survey covered 92% of the consumption as measured by National Accounts versus 82,4% in 

1972. 
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The 1984-1985 FBS was very similar to that of 1979. Tests have conducted to a new diary, 

14 days long (instead of 10 days in the former survey). 

 

In the 1989-1990 FBS the respondent burden was slightly reduced. Some special modules 

(more than 55 years old people, working hours) were eliminated.  

 

The 1994-1995 survey adopted the same methodology as in 1989. Some parts were skipped 

(detailed description of housing conditions, of holidays, of cars), some new ones were added 

(savings, financial situation, selling and purchase of dwellings). For the first time 

questionnaires were made using a Computer Assisted Personal Interview technology. 

 

As far as income was concerned, the data collection was the same but with greater 

reliability. A list of all types of income earned by the household was established, then the 

amounts were asked for each type of income. If the household could not or would not give 

the exact amount, a bracket was proposed. 

 

The most recent 2000-2001 FBS has been completed with several modules : professional 

career, children living out of the household, some durable goods, valuable goods, medical 

goods. The modules focusing on food away from home and on the goods produced for own 

consumption have been entirely redesigned. Besides, a new module dealing with guests 

invited at home have been created in order to complete the knowledge about food 

consumption at home. On the contrary, some modules have been lightened (holidays, home 

renovation). 

 

The present study is based on FBS which belongs to the same generation (1979-1995) with 

almost identical methodological choices, so comparable to a large extent at least from this 

point of view. 

 
General characteristics of FBS 

Traditionally, the main goal of the FBS is to measure with tmost accuracy expenditures, 

consumption and income of French households. 
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The study of expenditures is the central and traditional target of the survey : all households 

expenditures (nature and amount) are recorded, then broken down according to a 800 

items classification that is compatible with the National Accounts classification. All 

expenditures are covered, including those that are not consumption of goods and services, 

National Accounts-wise : taxes and contributions, insurance premiums, home renovation 

expenditures, transfers between households, purchase of second hand goods, loan pay offs. 

The survey also collects information about non monetary consumption: food produced for 

own consumption, fictitious rent, employer payments in kind... 

Till 1989, the study of income was not a goal of the survey: the data on income were not 

used per se, but only as an explanatory variable of consumption. But methodological studies 

have proved that the FBS (or at least the 1984-1985 and 1989 surveys) provided a 

satisfactory measure of income. The FBS survey can thus be considered as a reliable source 

of data on income, which completes the information provided by the « Fiscal Revenue » 

survey. The FBS records all types of income: taxable income, non taxable income, social 

security benefits, money from other households, exceptional income... 

The FBS mainly records monetary data. Specialsed surveys on health, clothing, 

transportation, leisure, holidays, focus more on the qualitative aspect and the household 

behaviour. Nevertheless, in order to illustrate the monetary data, some supplementary 

questions assessing the households’ financial situation are asked. They are very useful for 

several studies. 
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2 FAMILY BUDGET SURVEY METHODOLOGY 1979-2000 
 

The sample 

The survey covers all civilian non institutional households in metropolitan France and 

overseas departments. Overseas territories are not in the scope of the survey. 

The metropolitan s each one having an eighth of the sample.  

Data collection is made in several waves (8) during 1 year over two calendar years ( for 

instance 1994-1995) starting in the spring. 

There is no data collection during the first half of August and the second half of December. 

The interviewer will visit the household three times. It is necessary to respect the relevant 

waiting periods between visits in order to let the household fill the diaries. The interviewer 

is completing the expenditure information by a special “quality questionnaire describing the 

condition of the data collection.  The diaries are kept by households during 14 days.ample 

has been obtained using as a sample frame the Census housing files, completed by a file 

containing new houses. It is a random uniform sample of dwellings. 

The data collection unit is the household. 

No group or category is over-represented in the sample, since the main objective is to draw 

a global picture of the budget of all households living in France. Only the main residences are 

surveyed. Other residences (vacant, secondary or occasional) are excluded from the survey 

scope. 

The household’s expenditures are not recorded over a year. It is thus necessary to have a 

uniform break down of the sample over the year, in order to take into accounts the seasonal 

effects that may affect some expenditures : the impact of season (fruits, vegetables), of 

temperature (clothes, energy), of the calendar (taxes, energy bills) can be great. The careful 

breakdown of the sample is necessary to get a correct estimate of the annual expenditure, 

but also a faithful picture of the seasonal movements throughout the year. This is why there 

are eight waves of survey, of six weeks each, and each one having an eighth of the sample. 

Data collection is made in several waves (8) during 1 year over two calendar years ( for 

instance 1994-1995) starting in the spring. There is no data collection during the first half of 

August and the second half of December. The interviewer will visit the household three 

times. It is necessary to respect the relevant waiting periods between visits in order to let 

the household fill the diaries. The interviewer is completing the expenditure information by 
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a special “quality questionnaire describing the condition of the data collection. The diaries 

are kept by households during 14 days. 

 

Non response rates: total and partial  

The FBS being long, difficult, time-consuming, it is not easy to avoid refusals. Even if it is 

mandatory, and if there are some incentives (letter, present, folow-up letters), the non 

response rate is rather high. For the three last surveys (1985, 1990, 1995), for instance, out 

of 100 households, 13 refuse to answer from the beginning, and 12 begin the survey but do 

not complete it. In total 75% give responses to all parts of the survey. 

The voluntary and unvoluntary omissions 

Even if he or she is willing to make the survey, it might happen that the respondent does not 

know or does not want to convey the exact amount of his or her income, or of certain 

expenditures that are sometimes difficult to estimate (for instance, holidays expenditures). 

One major problem of the survey is that people have thus a natural tendency to forget or 

underestimate, voluntarily or not, some expenditures, in the diary as well as in the 

questionnaires. It is the same as far as income is concerned. Some results are thus 

somewhat underestimated compared to the National Accounts. 

Other problems 

- The reference period differs with the nature of expenditure: there might be confusion 

- Some expenses can be recorded twice (for instance maintenance charges) 

- Purchases that are not detailed enough in the diary 

- Omission of some hypermarkets bills 

 
Expenditures data collection 

The Family Budget Surveys use two data collection instruments: 

1° A Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI): household questionnaire presented by 

the interviewer during a face to face interview. It records the socio-demographic 

characteristics of the household,- regular or big expenditures, the revenues the household 

received during the last calendar year, qualitatives questions describing the household’s 

financial situation. Given its length, the questionnaire is broken down over three visits. After 

data collection, the questionnaires undergo several auditings. 
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2° Diaries filled by all persons aged 14 years old or more. They record all daily expenditures, 

and  small, irregular expenditures. The person must write down every expenditure made 

within 14 days. 

The interviewer hands out the diaries during his or her first visit, checks them during the 

second visit and collect them during the third visit. 

As far as big or regular expenditures are concerned, the households’ memory is reliable. 

This is why this type of expenditure is dealt with by direct questions, with relevant reference 

period that differs with the nature of expenditure. 

The reference periods are given in the  Table A1. 

 
Socialised expenditures (Health, Education) 

All expenditures covered by Social Security and Public Sector (Education) are  theoretically  

excluded from the survey. Social insurance premiums (mandatory social contributions) are 

not reported. On the other hand all extra, voluntary health insurance premiums are 

registered as expenditures. No health expenditure covered by social security (doctors, 

medicines, hospital) is taken into account. This is even  the case for not reimbursed by Social 

Security share of this expenditure. 

Education costs in public sector are not registered either. On the other hand fees in private 

and semi-private sector are reported.  

 
Home-ownership status, Rental Value 

Different types of ownership status are distinguished (rent, mortgage, rent). A potential 

rental value of the home is estimated econometrically using Housing Survey and then 

imputed to owners’ households by econometric matching method. This done in order to 

enable the correction for housing good service value and disposable income differences 

between home-owners and households renting their home.  

 
“No answer “ and “do not know problems” 

Some expenditures, and moreover some revenues, are not easily told by the household. In 

that case, it is better to tolerate a non response than upset the household. Of course, a 

complete answer (exact amount) or a partial answer (brackets) is better than nothing at all. 

For all amounts, and for most questions, « do not know » and « do not want to answer » 

are possible. However, it is forbidden for several identification questions (name, age, gender, 

filter questions).  
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A « do not know » is possible when the household cannot answer at one because some 

documents are needed, and will answer later. A « do not know » or « do not want » cancels 

the questions that follow and are linked to the amount at stake. 

The interviewer will always favour an approximate amount to a non response. For instance, 

all revenues can be declared using brackets if the household does not want to convey the 

exact income. 

If there is a non response, it is important to record that the income or the expenditure 

exists. If it is known that the households has paid a phone bill, it will be possible to impute a 

phone bill amount. If it is not known, then the household will be given a zero phone 

consumption. 

 
Analysing data on yearly reference base 

The expenditures are recorded on different reference periods (see the table “reference 

periods” A1). The first step consists in an annual estimate of each expenditure item. In order 

to achieve this estimate, the amount is weighted by the relevant coefficient. For instance, 

child care expenditures are recorded over a reference period of a month and are thus 

multiplied by 12 in order to have the corresponding annual estimate. An electricity bill over 

four month will be multiplied by three. The diary expenditures will be multiplied by 365/14 

since they are recorded over a period of fourteen days. 

 

For some modules it is more complicated. This is the case for holidays or clothe, since only 

the two last trips, and the clothes of only a few members of the household, are completely 

described. It is thus necessary to estimate expenditure for all the vacation trips, or a clothing 

expenditure for the whole household. 

 

By aggregating all the expenditure items the annual budget of the household is rebuilt.  

The annual expenditure is estimated by using the questionnaires and the diaries. For several 

types of expenditures the diary is the only source (eg food expenditures). This is why the 

quality and reliability of diaries is so important. For other types of expenditures, the 

questionnaires and the diary are potential sources. Whenever this is the case (for insurances 

or home renovation) the questionnaire is priviledged because it is assumed to be more 

reliable for regular and big expenditures. 
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Nevertheless, all expenditures must be recorded in the diary and Insee will process double-

counts.  This will be made by merging the files from the CAPI questionnaires with the files 

from the diaries. It will also be necessary to econometrically estimate some expenditures 

recorded on an agregated level, into more detailed expenditures. Finally, a ranking ratio 

technique corrects the total non response. 

3 DEMPATEM OBJECTIVES AND  ANALYSED CONSUMPTION  
STRUCTURE CHOICES  

 
3.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The consumption-group of the Dempatem project examines whether or not there is an 

increase in the demand for services of households and, if this is the case, examines the 

possible explanations suggested in the literature of the rise in households’ expenditures on 

services, as discussed above. For this households’ demand patterns over different goods and 

services are investigated in detail. 

 

The investigation period 

In the comparative perspective the period covering the end of the seventies until the end of 

eighties was chosen. In the case of France it corresponds to 4 waves of FBS survey available 

1979, 1985, 1990, and 1995. The 2000 edition was not ready to process during the project. 

All these surveys were made (including 2000) with very similar general methodology 

described above. It makes these surveys comparable to each other at relatively low level of 

details. The average number of observations is 10 000 representative for 22 million of 

households. 

 

The commodity classification 

When constructing the different aggregated commodities the emphasis is put on services. 

Table 4 lists the consumer commodities we distinguish and reports the average budget 

shares for the years 1979, 1989 and 1998. We distinguish 20 major categories and, for 

descriptive purposes only, several minor categories including expenditures on durables. The 

budget share is defined as the expenditures on a certain good divided by total household 

expenditures (see table A3).  
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3.2 EXCLUDING HOUSING, HEALTH, EDUCATION SERVICES AND 

DURABLE GOODS 

The expenditures on housing vary considerably across countries. This has a lot to do with 

differences in the housing market. But more importantly, there are fundamental differences 

across countries in the way imputed rent is calculated. For this reason we decided to 

exclude housing expenditures from the empirical analysis of the determinants of the budget 

shares. To be more precise, the major category ‘housing’ will be excluded. The minor 

categories are, respectively, ‘rent’, ‘imputed rent’ and ‘home repairs. This latter category is 

excluded since for most renters ‘home repairs’ is included in the rent and, moreover, home 

repairs can be considered to be an investment. A final note is that housing allowances (rent 

subsidies) are considered to be disposable income, hence we report on ‘gross’ rents if 

possible. 

 

Expenditures on Health Services depend on the health system in place, hence deviates 

considerably across countries mainly due to institutional differences. For this reason they are 

excluded from total household expenditures. Expenditures on Education services are also 

excluded from total household expenditures because differences across countries are mainly 

attributed to institutional differences. The exclusion of Health and Education services from 

private household expenditures is closely related to the fact that the health and education 

sectors are largely publicly financed. 

We need to report separately on public spending and compare across countries. 

 

Durable goods, are excluded from the empirical analysis of household expenditure patterns. 

The durable categories that are lumped into one durable goods category are: Purchase of 

cars and bikes, Furnishing, Appliances, Books, newspapers and computer, Audio and video 

equipment, Toys and hobbies, and Holiday goods. 

 
3.3 ZEROS EXPENDITURES 

The registration period in French surveys is 2 weeks, and for a particular household it may 

happen to have zero expenditure on a given good. 

We report on the proportions of zero expenditure (Table A4). Of course it is impossible to 

distinguish infrequency of purchase from no purchase ever. For the purpose of this study the 

reason for observing zeros is not really of much concern and we therefore treat zeros as 

zero expenditure. 
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4 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
 
4.1 DESCRIPTIVE FACTS 

4.1.1 HOUSEHOLDS’ DEMOGRAPHIC AND EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE GENERAL 

CHANGES (1979-1995) (TABLE 1, TABLE2) 

The most striking observed evolution over two decades is a strong increase in the 

proportion of households with elderly couples (more than 65) and decrease of couples with 

children. Similarly the contrasted evolution is observed between singles: their proportion 

increased most for childless and (or) elderly. The employment status changes slightly this 

general pattern making the shares decreasing slower in the case of couples with young 

children where both are working. The share of working singles increased slower than that of 

non-employed. Similarly, the decrease of the share of couples with both employed was 

stronger than those with only one member employed. On the other hand the proportion of 

couples with both parent employed and having children decreased slower than the share of 

similar couples with only one member employed. 

Average size of the household diminished over the period from 3.05 to 2.58 and the 

proportion of childless households increased from 45, 2% in 1979 to 57.6% in 1995 (Table2). 

Among families with children, the most dramatic decrease is observed in the proportion of 

households with one or two children (by 3.5 and more then 4 percentage points over 

observed period respectively). 

 
4.1.2 HOUSEHOLDS’ BUDGET SHARES EVOLUTION 1979-1995 

As discussed above we decided to eliminate different types of expenditures being difficult to 

treat within the frame of our study, particularly in the comparative perspective (Health, 

housing, education). In tables 4 and 5 we present the budget coefficient evolution for both 

respectively total and Dempatem project restricted total expenditure definitions.  

 

Non-restricted full nomenclature shows very typical changes in consumption structure for 

developed countries: radical decrease in food share (from 18 to 14% over the period) and 

dramatic increase in housing expenditure share (from 18 to 25 %). Another relatively strong 

increase concerns transport services (especially private ones (from 5 to 8%), but also to the 

less extent the public ones). On the other hand the clothing and footwear decrease in the 

similar proportions (from almost 8 to 5%).  Both entertainment goods and services’ shares 

increase, but less than 1 percent point over the period. 
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Another general observation, which can have consequences on budget share estimation, is 

the constant increasing discrepancy between declared incomes and to total expenditure. The 

after tax income represents in 1995 only 89% of the total expenditure to be compared with 

97% in 1979. This steadily increasing difference reveals the importance of measuring errors 

especially as income is concerned. 

When restricted total expenditure definitions are used (without housing health, education 

and durables) (table5) the general observation is the shift from goods’ to services’ shares by 

8 percentage points. The increase in transport and entertainment shares on the side of 

services and those of food and clothing shares among goods contribute mostly to this shape 

of evolution. On the other hand a significant increase is observed in shares for food away 

from home as well as entertainment goods.  

Summing up the observed tendencies in budget shares evolution (with both restricted and 

full nomenclature) shows usually observed shrinking position of basic goods (food, clothing) 

and expanding role of goods and services linked essentially with entertainment - thus 

classical shift from necessities to luxury goods. This latter cleavage is probably more 

significant that good -services opposition at least as far as budget shares evolution is 

concerned. Further analysis of budget elasticities will enable to bring more detail about it.  

 
4.1.3 BUDGET SHARE EVOLUTION AND INCOME EFFECT 

Typical explanation of individual budget share evolution is the change of the income or 

individual income position. We use the total equivalent expenditure (divided by squared root 

of family size to adjust for demographic structure differences) rather than equivalent income 

because of increasing over time measuring errors on income variable.  Then, the budget 

shares evolution is analysed by quintiles of the total equivalent expenditure The goods-

services share difference is decreasing when moving from low to high standard of living and 

decreasing for all quintiles over the time (table 6). However, this difference diminished 

significantly less over the period for higher quintiles of the distribution. So, the observed 

trend stresses the shift from goods to services but tends to lower the difference of 

consumption structures between households having low and high standard of living. The 

share of goods and services is clearly income dependent, but this relationship weakens over 

the time indicating the evolution of services from luxury to the necessity good when the 

income increases. Changing the method of equivalent expenditure computation (dividing by 

square root of number of person rather than by number of persons) strengthens this 

conclusion (table 4bis). It would be interesting to have more precise insight of this evolution 

by considering service expenditures by more complete households’ poverty classes 
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definitions using multi-criteria indicator with respect to the household’s reference group. 

(see section 5.1) 

 

 

4.1.4 PRICE EFFECTS  

The analysed period was long enough to show not only relatively strong general  price 

increase, but also the differentiation in specific items inflation evolution. (Table 6) It results 

in changes in relative prices between goods and services and affects consumer’s choices. The 

strongest increase was observed for services in general and for holiday services in particular. 

On the other hand communication services became relatively cheaper probably because of 

deregulations. Among goods the smallest increase was observed for entertainment goods 

and the strongest for alcoholic beverages and tobacco probably because of increase in taxes. 

Thus the relative position of all goods and services changed considerably reflecting both 

consumer behaviour modifications and the market structural changes. Differentiated 

evolution of specific item and general price indices affects the budget share observed 

changes. This specific relative price effect will be taken into account in further 

decomposition analysis (section 4.7.3). 

 
4.2 ESTIMATION OF A QUADRATIC ALMOST IDEAL DEMAND SYSTEM 

(QAIDS) ON AGGREGATE TIME SERIES  

In this section, income and price elasticities are computed on an aggregate time-series, in 

order to capture the evolution over a long period, and to compare the estimates on 

aggregate time-series to the estimates on individual cross-section. Moreover we test on this 

macro time-series for the existence of a positive relationship between the women 

participation rate and expenditures on services: the women participation on the labour 

market may imply a demand for market services, which substitute for domestic services and 

their durable complements. This relation has been found as significant by Hammes-Rosa 

using aggregate time-series for the U.S. (1950-1982), Canada (1961-1985) and France (1968-

1986). We estimate this relation for more recent time-series in France, and also on cross-

section and show that, on time-series, the evidence is disputable. 

  

4.2.1 MODEL AND ECONOMETRIC STATEGY:  

We use the Almost Ideal Demand system developed by Deaton and Muellbauer (1980), with 

a quadratic form for the natural logarithm of total expenditures in order to take into 

account non-linearities. The quadratic system proposed by Banks et al. (1997) implies a 
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sophisticated econometrics if both the non-linear effect of prices and the non-linear 

condition for integrability are taken into account. In our estimations, the procedure does 

not converge when these non-linearities are considered jointly, probably because of the 

multicolinearities of the price variations (for semi-aggregate functions) over the period. Thus 

we estimated the linearized version of QAIDS (with the Stone index) using the convergence 

algorithm proposed by Banks et al. to estimate the integrability parameter e(p) in the 

coefficient of the quadratic log income. In order to take into account the aggregation bias 

due to the difference between the Stone index and the exact price index, the price 

elasticities are corrected by the method proposed by Pashardes (1990). The additivity 

constraint is automatically imposed. We impose also the homogeneity and symmetry 

conditions. The possible correlation between the residuals of the expenditures classified by 

durability suggests the use of Seemingly Unrelated Regression.  

Our model takes the following form: 

 w i
t = ai +  +bi

1.ln(Yt/a(pt)) + [bi
2/e(pt)] ln(Yt/a(pt))2 + Z t.c + ε 

with wi
t the expenditure budget share on good i at time t, Yt the total expenditure 

(instrumented), a(pt) the exact or the Stone price index,Zt the relative prices and 

e(pt) = Πipitbi

a factor ensuring the integrability of the demand system. The estimation is made by the 

convergence procedure proposed by Banks et al..  

 

4.2.2 THE DATA  

We use the 1960-2000 aggregate time -series recently provided by Insee for different 

definitions of the expenditures : by durability (four items), by function (14 items), by good 

(304 items).In this note, we present the estimations for four categories of expenditures 

grouped by durability : durables, semi-durables, non-durables goods, and services (see 

Appendix I for details on the data-set).  

 

4.2.3 RESULTS (TABLE 4.2.1):  

The total expenditures elasticities are similar for the linear and quadratic versions of the 

demand system, although the parameters for the square total expenditure is significant in all 

estimations. As concerns Services, the total expenditures elasticity is somewhat greater than 

one, but much smaller than the elasticities for Durables. The direct price elasticity for 

services is around its total expenditures elasticity.  
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Adding both the women unemployment rate and the women activity rate gives bad results, 

due to co linearity between the two rates. The women participation rate alone is positive 

and highly significant in the AIDS estimations (somewhat less significant in the QAIDS 

estimation) : the increase of women participation by 1 point increases the budget share for 

services by 1,11% (student t=7.39 ; the coefficient is 0.13 with t=1.28 in the QAIDS 

specification), which is quite important : the women participation thus seems to explain the 

half of the increase of the budget share for services on the period.  

In fact, the women participation increases all over the period in France, so that this variable 

is a proxy for a trend and it interacts with income variables. So, the result presented by 

Hammes and Rosa must be corrected by estimating both the participation effect and a dynamic 

specification of income changes. We define a partial adjustment on permanent income Y’ by 

the equation 
1 

:  

 

ln(Y’ht/ a(pt)) = [ln(Y’h,t-1/ a(pt-1))+g] + β.[ ln(Y’h,t/ a(pt)) - (ln(Y’h,t-1/ a(pt-1))+g)] (2) 

 

With Et-1(ln(Y’h,t/ a(pt))) = ln(Yh,t-1/ a(pt-1))+g, the tendencial expected income for period t 

made one period before (g=expected rate of income change) and β the adjustment 

parameter. In the linear version of equation (1), i.e . with ci=0, the tendencial expected 

income and its difference with current income (interpreted as a logarithmic conjuncture 

income) are substituted to income with coefficients b
i
1 and b

i
2 , giving rise with equation (1) 

to the reduced form :  

 w it = a’i + (1-β).w it-1 +[(bi1+ bi2.(1-β)].ln(Y’t/ a(pt)) + bi2(1-β) ln(Y’t-1/ a(pt-1)) + 

  + Z t.c -(1-β) Z t-1.c +η 

with η a MA(1) error term and Z the vector of price (coefficients c are constrained by the 

additivity, homogeneity and symmetry of price effects).  

To take into account the endogeneity of past expenditures due to the autoregressive 

scheme of the error term, the autoregressive variable w i
t-1 is instrumented by its past values, 

the logarithmic total expenditures and its square, and the relative price of good i.  

The expenditures on services have greater permanent income elasticities than their 

transitory, which is normal. The permanent elasticity is a little over the unity. The direct 

compensated price elasticity for services is –1.03, which compares to –0.80 for model (1). 

More important, the coefficient for women participation is again positive but much smaller 

than for equation (1), and it becomes non significant, at value 0.00438 (t=1.38). This shows 
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clearly that the positive effect of women participation is in fact due to the static specification 

: this variables takes all the long term influences which are correlated with a trend, which 

biases the estimates of all parameters. Thus, we conclude that aggregate time-series 

estimations do not prove the influence of women participation on service expenditures, 

contrary to Hammes-Rosa analysis. One needs to test this influence on individual data.  

 

4.2.4 DIFFERENT TYPES OF SERVICES AND SUBSTITUTION (WORK IN PROGRESS) 

 

4.3 MULTIDIMENSIONAL CROSS-SECTION ANALYSIS OF CONSUMPTION 

STRUCTURES. ENGEL CURVES ESTIMATION IN THE COMPARATIVE 

PERSPECTIVE. 

Controlling for simultaneously for  several factors which influencing the observed differences 

in the consumption structures needs the use of econometric framework. The traditional 

tool to analyse consumption patterns are so-called Engel Curves, which relate the 

consumption with income and socio-economic variables. In the comparative perspective we 

use the same model specification model for all Dempatem participating countries.  

 

The basis for the analysis of expenditure patterns of households in this section is and so-

called Engel curve, i.e. relating budget shares to household expenditures and 

characteristics . Using semi-logarithmic form (Working specification) it gives  );,( zpxwk

xzppzpxw kkk ln)'()();,( 0 βθθ ++= , (1) 

where wk is the budget share of good k, as a function of expenditures x, prices p and 

household characteristic z.) 

We do not have price information and, moreover, within a period all households are 

assumed to face the same prices. We will use these Engel curves to estimate the budget 

elasticities and classify commodities into ‘luxuries’ or ‘necessities’. 

 
We include the following explanatory variables: 

 
• Ln(Expenditures) 

• Ln(Household size) 

• Number of persons under 6 years of age divided by household size 
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• Number of person over 5 and under 18 years of age divided by household size 

• Number of person over 17 and under 31 years of age divided by household size 

• Number of person over 30 and under 65 years of age divided by household size 

• Number of person over 64 years of age divided by household size 

• Age and Age squared of the head of household 

• Number of employed persons in the household 

• A dummy variable equal to 1 if all adults are employed, 0 otherwise 

• A dummy variable equal to 1 if all adults are employed and a person under 6 years of 

age is present in the household, 0 otherwise 

 
The following reduced form Engel curve is estimated: 

 ikkkk xzw εβθθ +++= ln' ,     (2) 

where wk is the budget share of good k, x household’s total expenditure, z  household’s 

characteristics kε  a stochastic term captures measurement errors and unobserved 

preferences. We estimate equation (2) taking into account  possible measurement errors in 

total expenditures using its predicted value obtained from instrumentation equation with 

disposable household income and a few socio-demographic characteristics. 

 
4.3.1 GENERAL ESTIMATION RESULTS 

 The annexe tables (A5) give the results of classic OLS estimation. Generally, the main 

variable of interest ( instrumented log of the total expenditure is highly significant across all 

equations). It will enable to obtain a good estimate of total expenditure (or budget) 

elasticity. Other variables significance depends highly on  the kind of item.  For food   the 

logarithm of household’s size parameter is highly significant and positive. Employment status 

does not influence significantly the food share and age generation variables have significant 

but heterogeneous impact. The income effect is negative. The similar pattern is observed for 

alcohol and tobacco. Cloth’s share is positively correlated with the total expenditure but 

practically independent from the household’s size. Private transport depends positively on 

the total expenditure and household’s size and age-generation variables. Furnishing and 

appliances are not very well explained by equation variables. Entertainment goods depend 

negatively on the family size and positively on total expenditure similarly to the personal 

goods. Miscellaneous goods are aggregate of residual expenditures both on goods and 
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services without any precise dominant profile. The beta coefficient is negative suggesting this 

item is rather a necessity type aggregate.  

 
Estimating  the total services expenditure gives the positive income effect (positive 

relationship with the total expenditure), negative impact of demographic variables and 

positive impact of employment status variables). 

Thus, the service expenditures are driven essentially by the income effect associated with 

high family work participation strengthened by the presence of young children. The last 

tendency is particularly visible in the case of  the dummy  variable indicating  that both 

parents work and the presence of a young child. Its parameter estimate for total service 

expenditure is relatively high, positive and significant (0.028 (.0007) , see Table A5, part 9) . 

It means that for these families there is  a significant increase in the share of budget spent on 

services with respect to others, which amounts to almost  10% of average services’ budget 

share. This result of strong dependency of service expenditure and family labour force 

participation could be tested more precisely by matching FBS with Labour Force Survey and 

Time Use Survey.  

On the other hand potential needs for services resulting only from particular demographic 

family situation (number of persons, age, presence of children), does not seem to have a 

significant effect (ceteris paribus) on services purchase.  

 

4.3.2 ROBUSTNESS OF ESTIMATIONS, OUTLIERS AND ZERO-ANSWERS PROBLEMS  

In order to check for the stability of our empirical results, we checked for two frequently 

appearing problems in FBS estimations: outliers and possible selection bias caused by the  

zero responses. We applied the robust estimation to eliminate outliers and two-step 

Heckman procedure to deal with selection bias. Generally the model parameters for main 

expenditures do not change considerably in the case of robust estimation(see appendix 

tables A7) . Selection bias due to zeros is not statistically significant in most cases, and even 

corrected for, it does not change considerably parameter estimates. 

 

4.3.3 TOTAL EXPENDITURE ELASTICITIES (BUDGET ELASTICITIES) 

Total expenditure elasticities are computed  using the beta coefficients and  sample average 

budget shares for all corresponding items (table 7). The values of elasticities obtained by 

instrumenting  the total expenditure by income and socio-demographic variables gives are 

almost systematically superior then those obtained when no instrumentation is used, but 
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their hierarchy is maintained. As expected elasticities for goods are  lower then those for 

services. The highest elasticities are obtained for home and holiday services (above 2 when 

instrumenting), the lowest - below 1- for food, alcohol, home energy, and communication 

services. The total service expenditure has budget  elasticity 1.2 above the average for 

goods. 

 Thus generally services have highest budget elasticities than goods and belong more often to 

the category of luxuries. However many goods and services have similar and  high level of 

elasticities ( food away , entertainment goods) or similar and  low  level of elasticities ( 

communication services and home energy). The chance that a luxury is a service rather than 

a good is probably  higher  and can increase in the future but this hypothesis should be 

tested more precisely. 

 

4.3.5 DECOMPOSING BUDGET SHARE CHANGES OVER  TIME  

The estimated Engel curves can be used to a counterfactual (simulation) analysis for different 

components impact on the change in budget coefficients over the time (see methodological 

document). It consists to analyse one by one, different factors influencing the budget share 

for a given item applying structures (demographics, employment) and values (incomes, 

budget) from one period to another and observing the resulting differences in budget share. 

These differences will be interpreted as a specific contribution of a given factor in budget 

share evolution.(table 4.3.5). 

 Generally income and price effect explain the most of variations, and to the less extent 

demographic structure changes. Employment status and particularly distributional factor 

have a very little impact. 

The increase in all services budget share between 1980 and 1995 (+8pp) is due essentially to 

the income effect (2.64 pp) and relative price effect (Baumol): +5.25pp, and to the less 

extent to demographics (+0.81 pp) . On the other hand the strongest decrease in budget 

share observed for food (-5.45pp) is much more due to income effect (-3.94 pp) than to the 

relative price effect (-1.48pp). Other factors have relatively small impact. Cloth and 

Footwear , another strong decrease in budget share (-2.90pp), can be almost entirely 

explained as a relative price effect. The entertainment goods budget share change is almost 

entirely explained by the opposite interactions of relative price effect (+3.05pp) and residual  

(-2.49pp) suggesting problems in aggregation of this item. 

 
4.3.6 COMPARING ELASTICITIES BETWEEN COUNTRIES (FRANCE ,USA, 

HOLLAND…) 
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Generally the elasticities are very close to each other when considering France and Holland, 

and slightly smaller for USA (table 8). This particularly the case of services almost all 

services. The most of differences between European countries and the USA are observed on 

transport services and goods (both public and private). It reflects rather different living 

conditions between American in European households than difference in preferences. 

The large elasticities differences observed in “Miscellaneous” item means, that the diversity 

of goods contained in this item may cause serious problems when comparing between 

countries. 

… (to be developed) 
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5 ENGEL CURVES BY POVERTY CLASSES : 
 

Households’ consumption behaviour may depend on their relative position as an effect of 

social interactions or on their absolute poverty imposing various constraints. So, it is 

important to evaluate the influence the income distribution effect and its evolution.. We 

define sub-populations characterized by their relative  well-being situations  using the 

Synthetic Index of Poverty and Richness (SIPR) and compare their consumption functions.  

 

5.1 THE SYNTHETIC INDEX OF POVERTY AND RICHNESS (SIPR) 

Defined in Gardes et al. (2000) SIPR classifies households according to three different 

criteria :  

 (1) The food share criterion: families which have a budget share of food by one third 

greater than the average of their reference population are considered as poor. Conversely, 

households with food budget share lower than two thirds of the reference population 

average will be considered as rich. Other households are classified as medium.  

 (2) The relative total expenditure criterion :households with the total expenditure 

smaller by one third than the average of their reference population are considered as poor. 

Conversely, those with the total expenditure higher by 50% than their reference population 

mean will be considered as rich. Other household are classified as medium.  

 (3) The general income distribution position criterion: the households belonging to the 

first quartile of general population per consumer unit disposable income distribution will be 

considered as poor and those belonging to fourth quartile of this distribution as rich. Other 

will be classified as medium.  

The first criterion refers to subsistence constraints, the second to the non-satisfaction of 

basic needs, the third to the capability of the household to have decent living conditions 

through their income. 

  The poor are defined as those families which are poor according to all criteria (1+2+3). 

Conversely the rich households having all rich criteria.  

The rest of the population is classified into three groups:  quasi-poor if they are poor 

according to two criteria and medium for the third one. Quasi-rich if they are rich according 

to two criteria and medium for the third one. Medium for all other households.  

 The reference populations have been defined as a combination of education, localization, 

age and family type characteristics.  
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About 5% of the population is classified as poor, 4% as rich, 11% as quasi-poor , 9.5% as 

quasi-rich and 69% in the medium class ( note that these proportions are quite the same in 

different countries,(Cardoso-Gardes, 1996), because of the relative definition of the criteria).  

The SIPR does not aim to count the poor, but rather to define homogenous populations in 

order to compare their behaviour. The classification as poor and as rich, as defined by the 

SIPR, is restrictive, so that the difference between the five sub-populations can be clearly 

evaluated. Total Expenditure elasticities for the different sub-populations and for year 1995 

are presented in Table 5.1  

First observation is that the group elasticities are generally higher than those for the whole 

population and as expected they are higher for services than for goods. They do not follow 

usual, decreasing tendency from low to high-income households. The difference between 

rich and poor is significant and in usual sense (smaller for rich) for food and for all goods but 

is higher for rich than for poor in the case of services.  

Thus we can conclude that considered within homogenous social and income classes all 

expenditures seems to be more luxuries (less saturated) than for the total population. 

Service expenditures are highly sensitive to the income even in high ranked social-income 

classes.     
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6 DYNAMIC ENGEL CURVE: 
 

The static nature of Engel curves has recently been disputed, as habit or addiction effects 

have been proved to exist for all types of goods ( , 1995). Estimation of dynamic models, 

such as the partial adjustment equation presented in section 4, needs panel data (and special 

estimation techniques). We propose to estimate them on cross-sectional data using a cohort 

instrumentation procedure defined in Gardes (2003).  

The method consists to define, for each agent h in a cohort Ch, an agent S(h) in the same 

survey and aged one year less and with similar observable permanent characteristics Z’. 

Then, we correct for the generation effect associated with these characteristics by 

computing for each variable of interest x its estimated value for an agent in the same cohort 

Ch, i.e. having characteristics Zh in the previous year. Suppose saving x depends on variables 

Z, so that, for the first order approximation:  

(i) Between two periods for individual h: x(Z h,t)- x(Z h,t-1) = (Z h,t-Z h,t-1). β
ts
 +ε h,t-ε h,t-1  

(ii) Between S(h) and h in period t: x(Z h,t)-x{S(Z h),t)} = (Z h,t-Z S(h),t). β
cs
 +ε h,t-ε S(h),t.  

 

Suppose now that Z h,t-1 is equal to Z S(h),t. Saving by the similar individual S(h) in t must be 

corrected to be compared to saving by h in t+1 by the formula, residuals being set to zero:  

Ex(Zh,t-1) = x(ZS(h),t ) +{ZS(h),t-Z h,t}.( β
ts -β

cs
) (9) 

The coefficients β
ts
 can be estimated on aggregate time-series or on a panel or pseudo-panel 

containing at least two periods
2
. ZS(h),t can be computed as the average on households having 

the same permanent characteristics as household h.  

Estimations in progress  
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7 CROSS-SECTION VERSUS TIME -SERIES ESTIMATES: 
 

7.1 RATIONALE: 

The recent literature on relative income effects and social interactions can be related to the 

old problem of the difference between estimations on cross-sections and estimations on 

time-series. 

 Note that the estimation of dynamic models on time-series needs at least four periods to instrument the lagged 
endogenous variable when some endogeneity is suspected. Whenever the coefficients β are used to define the 
endogenous variable, they can be calibrated on another data set or estimated by convergence using the model 
and equation (3).  

 
Indeed, social diffusion of consumption can be estimated comparing individuals, which have, 

ceteris paribus, different position on the income distribution (i.e. different relative income) in 

the same survey. On the contrary, the change in expenditure due to income changes can be 

measured for the same agent (or the same type of agent) between two periods, thus using 

an individual time-series (or pseudo-panel data). A discrepancy between income elasticities 

estimates on cross-section and time-series means that similar agents (as concern all 

characteristics except income) with different relative income are not truly similar, because 

the income position generates relative income effects which are due either to social 

interactions (as supposed by Duesenberry), or by latent variables related to the income 

position (for instance the parents level of being during infancy, or liquidity constraints, which 

are not observed in family expenditures surveys).  

Such differences between cross-section and time-series estimates of demand 

functions have been observed in recent empirical works: for instance, Gardes et al. (2002) 

analyse the bias to income and total expenditure food elasticities estimated on panel or 

pseudo-panel data caused by measurement error and unobserved heterogeneity. Our results 

(see Table 1) suggest that unobserved heterogeneity imparts a downward bias to cross-

section estimates of income elasticities of at-home food expenditures and an upward bias to 

estimates of income elasticities of away-from-home food expenditures. Moreover, the 

magnitude of the differences in elasticity estimates across methods of estimation is roughly 

similar in U.S. and Polish-based expenditure data: for instance, despite some variations 

between the different estimations, the relative income elasticity of food at home is around 

.20 based on a collection of methods for the PSID (1984-1987), while the time-series 

estimates (within or first differences) are 0.4. A Hausman test strongly rejects the equality of 

cross-section and time-series estimates. On a Polish panel (1987-1990), total expenditure 

elasticities for at-home food are much higher in value than the income elasticity estimates 
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based on PSID data. Higher elasticities are to be expected for a country in which food 

constitutes a share of total expenditures that is three times higher than in the U.S. Cross-

section elasticities are estimated around 0.5, while time-series estimate is 0.8. On the 

contrary, cross-section elasticities for food away from home are estimated around 1 for the 

U.S. while time-series are around 0.4 (similar results for Poland though the estimates are 

less accurate, due to the absence of food away for almost all Polish households during this 

period).  

Similar results have been obtained on pseudo-panels of French and Canadian surveys 

(Gardes et al., 1996). These articles show that endogeneity biases exist for cross -section 

estimations for half of the commodities: for instance, the social diffusion, as concern the 

income effect, is significantly greater for most expenditures on services, while the changes of 

expenditures on housing over time is more related to income changes than are the 

differences between two households in the same survey. (table 7.1)  

One way to explain these differences relies on the discussion of the relationship between 

the relative position of the agent in the income distribution, and its non-monetary resources 

(such as time) and the presence of constraints (such as subsistence constraints) on its 

choice.  

 

7.2 MEASURING THE SHADOW PRICES:  

Suppose that monetary price pm and a shadow price π corresponding to nonmonetary resources 

and to constraints faced by the households are combine d together into a complete price. 

Expressed in logarithm form, we have: pc = pm + π. We can reveal the shadow component 

of the price system applying Neary-Roberts (1980, equation 15 p.30) analysis: suppose that 

equation 

xiht = Z ht.βi + pciht. γi + uiht (1) 

for good i (i = 1 to n), individual h (h = 1 to H) in period t (t = 1 to T), with Zht = (Z1ht, 

Z2ht), is estimated independently on cross-section and time-series over the same data-set. 

We assume also that the shadow price πiht of good i for household h in period t, depends on 

variables Z1ht, which intervene also in the consumption function for good i, and other 

determinants Sht:  

πiht = Z1ht.θ1 + Sht.θ2 + λih + µiht  

Let us set uiht = αih + ε iht where αih is the specific effect which contains all permanent 

components of the residual for individual h and good i. As discussed by Mundlak (1970), the 
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cross -section estimates can be biased by a correlation between the explanatory variables 

Z1ht and this specific effect. Such a correlation can be due to la tent permanent variables 

(such as an event during the infancy, characteristics of parents or permanent wealth) which 

are related to some among the explanatory variables Zht in the cross-section : for instance, 

the relative income position of the household can be related to its wealth or to its cultural 

inheritance. Thus, the correlation δ i between the time average of the vector of the 

explanatory variables, Z 1ht = (z
k
ht )k=1 to K1 , transformed by the Between matrix:  

BZht = {(1/T) Σtz
k
ht}k=1 to K, 

and the specific effect αih , α ih = BZht.δi + ηih , will add to the parameter βi of these variables 
in the time average estimation : Bxiht = BZht.(βi + δi) + ηih + Bε iht, so that the between 
estimates are biased. The difference between the cross-section and the time-series estimates 
amounts to δi.  

We now assume that only the monetary component of prices change over time (the shadow 

component being related to permanent variables), while the different agents observed in the 

cross-section survey are characterized by different non-observed shadow prices 

(corresponding to individual non-monetary resources and constraints). Equation (1) writes 

on time-series (for instance in first differences between periods):  

xiht = Zht.βi + pmiht.γi + uiht 

while on cross-section it is, supposing the price effect γi and monetary prices are the same 

on both dimensions:  

xiht = Zht.β’i + u’iht = Zht.βi + πiht.γi + uiht 

with obvious notations. Thus, the difference between the two estimations is:  

0 = Z1ht.δ 1i = Z1ht.θ1γ’i + (S ht.θ2 + λih + µiht). γi 

which allows calculating the set of parameters θ 1 after calibrating the price effect measured 

by γi.  

Indeed, the marginal propensity to consume with respect to Z1ht, when considering the 

effect of the shadow prices πjht on consumption, can be written:  

dxiht/dZ1ht= dgi/dZ1ht + Σ j (dgi/dπjht).(dπ jht/dZ1ht). 

The second term differs between cross-section and time-series variations because of the 

correlation of the shadow price with the endogenous variables Z1ht. So, comparing two 

different households surveyed in the same period, this bias adds to the direct unbiased 

consumption propensity with respect to Z1ht, as estimated on time-series. For instance, the 

influence of the head’s age cohort or income may differ on cross-sections and time-series if 
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the shadow prices depend on cohort effects or on the relative income position of the agent 

(note that the same can occur for monetary prices). Hence the comparison of estimations 

computed on cross-sections and time -series reveals the difference of the shadow price 

system between two households.  

The component Σj dgi/dπ jht.dπ jht/dZ 1ht of the marginal propensity of endogenous variables 

can be used to reveal the variation of shadow prices over Z1ht, dπjht/dZ1ht, since it can be 

computed by resolving a system of n linear equations after having independently estimated 

the price marginal propensities dgi/dπ j = γij. We may also consider only the direct effect 

through the price of good i : γii.dπi/dZ 1 of the variables Z1ht, so that:  

dπi/dZ1 = [βi(c.s.) -βi(t.s.)]/γii.  (2) 

The price effect γii is supposed to be the same for monetary and shadow prices. Thus, the 

change between two periods in the shadow price can be written as: dlnπiht = ∑k 

(dπi/dzk
1).dzk

1ht.1.  

 
The income elasticities of the shadow pr ices of food at home and food away from home 

expenditures are computed in Table 1 for the PSID and the Polish panel (with equation 2, 

assuming that the direct price elasticities are one half of the corresponding income 

elasticities). These parameters are remarquebly similar in both countries: positive, smaller 

than one, for food at home, they indicate that the complete cost of food at home is.2

greater for rich household than for the poor. Indeed, rich people are time constrained and 

have a higher opportunity cost for the supplementary time they must use for food at home 

compared to food away. Thus, their complete price may rise for food at home relatively to 

food away, and the difference is likely to be greater for the American people. On the 

contrary, the income elasticity of the complete price for food away is negative, and around 

the same level for both countries.  

 

7.3 PSEUDO-PANEL ON THE FRENCH FAMILY BUDGET SURVEYS:  

In progress  

                                                 
1  This model is presented more completly and applied in Diaye et al. (2001). 
2  This model is presented more completly and applied in Diaye et al. (2001). 
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CONCLUSIONS  
In progress  
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TABLES: 
 
Table 1. France distribution of DEMPATEM (17) household types 

Marital Age Age DEMPATEM reference youngest Number 1979-1995 change in Type status 
person child employed share (pp)  

 
 

Table 2. Average household size and number of children 1979-1995 (France)  
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Table 3. France: Household income and distribution of total expenditure for 1995 (All amounts are in 
current French Francs)  
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Table 4. France expenditure shares by "complete" DEMPATEM categories (Percent of total expenditures; 
change in percentage points)  
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Table 5. France expenditure shares by "restricted" DEMPATEM categories 

 

Table 5b. Restricted Dempatem budget shares in constant 1979 prices Table 6 Price Indices of goods and 
services  
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Table 6. Price Indices of goods and services 
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Table 6a. Household characteristics by per capita net income quintile 
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Table 6a2. 
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Table 6a3. 

  
 

 

Table 6b.  Budget shares by quintile of per capita equivalent net income quintiles 
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Table 4.3.4 

 
 

 

Table 4.3.5 
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Table 4.3.6 
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Table 5.1. Budget Elasticities by poverty groups (SIPR index) 

 
Table 5.2. Budget Elasticities computed using Static and Dynamic Engel curves 

 
 

 

Table 7.2. Relative Income Elasticity of Food Expenditures 
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Table 7.3. Income and price –elasticities 
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APPENDIX I: INSEE AGGREGATE TIME-SERIES, 1959-2000 
 

I. La consommation dans le nouveau système de comptabilité nationale SEC 95 
 

Les comptes nationaux français en base 95 sont établis selon le système européen de 

comptabilité SEC 95. Dans ce nouveau système de comptabilité nationale, qui remplace le 

système élargi de comptabilité nationale (adapté du SEC 79) de la base 80, deux concepts de 

consommation finale sont distingués : la dépense de consommation finale et la 

consommation finale effective. La dépense de consommation finale des ménages recouvre les 

dépenses consacrées par les ménages résidents à l’acquisition de biens et services utilisés 

pour la satisfaction directe des besoins humains « individuels ». Alors que la dépense de 

consommation se limite aux dépenses que les ménages supportent directement, la 

consommation finale effective des ménages recouvre l’ensemble des biens et services qu’ils 

utilisent effectivement (ou consomment) quelle que soit la manière dont ils sont financés. 

L’écart entre les deux notions, les « transferts sociaux en nature des administrations », 

correspond aux remboursements de sécurité sociale, aux aides aux logements, aux dépenses 

de la collectivité en éducation, en santé, etc. 

En SEC 79, les dépenses de consommation finale des différents pays n’étaient pas toujours 

comparables. Les raisons étaient économiques ou institutionnelles : parts respectives des 

secteurs marchands et non marchands dans la prestation de services d'éducation ou de santé 

(gratuité des soins ou remboursements de la sécurité sociale), importance relative des 

transferts en espèces ou en nature, existence éventuelle et taux divers de subventions sur 

les produits, etc.. Un concept de consommation effective, visant à mesurer les biens et les 

services à la disposition des ménages, indépendamment de la manière dont ceux-ci y 

accèdent, paraissait de nature à remédier à cet inconvénient. 

La notion de dépense de consommation finale des ménages est plus restreinte que l’ancienne 

consommation finale des ménages de la base 80 : cette dernière comprenait une partie des 

transferts sociaux en nature, en l’occurrence les remboursements de sécurité sociale et les 

allocations logement. La consommation effective des ménages correspondrait plutôt à 

l’ancienne notion de consommation « élargie » de la base 80. Cette dernière incluait la 

consommation finale individualisée des administrations publiques et privées, qui comprenait 

les services non marchands produits par ces administrations bénéficiant directement et 

(quasi) gratuitement aux ménages. 
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L’évaluation de la consommation des ménages en base 95 diffère de celle de la base 80 en 

raison de changements conceptuels, de modifications de champ et de réévaluations des 

niveaux de consommation. Plus précisément, la consommation en base 95 recouvre : 

- l’intégration des DOM ; 

- le classement en dépense des ménages de certaines taxes et impôts de la base 80 ; 

- un traitement différent des compensations des réductions tarifaires ; 

- le retrait de la consommation des antiquités et objets d’art ; 

- la réévaluation des niveaux de la base 80 à partir des sources disponibles (enquêtes auprès 

des ménages, panels...), y compris l’ajout de nouveaux produits. 

La dépense de consommation des ménages... 
La consommation des ménages qui doit être évaluée est celle des ménages résidents, qu'elle 

ait lieu dans ou hors du territoire économique national. Selon le SEC 95, « on considère 

comme unités résidentes les ménages qui ont un centre d’intérêt économique dans le pays, 

même s’ils se rendent à l’étranger pour une courte durée (moins d’un an) ». Le territoire 

économique français inclut désormais les départements d'outre-mer (Guadeloupe, Guyane, 

Martinique, Réunion), mais exclut toujours Monaco et les territoires d’outre-mer. 

Pour des raisons statistiques, on ne peut évaluer dans un premier temps, par produits, 

qu'une consommation territoriale, représentant l'ensemble des achats effectués sur le 

territoire par des ménages résidents ou non. La consommation est obtenue en retranchant 

la consommation des non-résidents sur le territoire et en additionnant la consommation des 

résidents hors du territoire. Les données nécessaires sont obtenues par un traitement 

particulier de la balance des paiements. 

Les biens et services marchands constituent l’essentiel de la dépense des ménages ; ils 

correspondent aux achats de biens neufs (sauf les logements mais y compris les achats en 

leasing pour les automobiles), aux achats de véhicules d'occasion (passant par le commerce), 

et aux achats de services marchands. Ils comprennent aussi l'autoconsommation de produits 

alimentaires, les avantages en nature fournis par les employeurs à leurs salariés ou par 

l'armée aux militaires, les loyers « imputés » des logements occupés par leurs propriétaires, 

qui, tous, viennent en contrepartie des revenus de même montant inclus dans le revenu 

disponible des ménages. 

Quand ces biens et services marchands sont utilisés par des entrepreneurs individuels pour 

leur activité productive, on ne les prend pas en compte dans la consommation finale des 

ménages. Pour les biens et services à usage mixte, on ne retient ici qu'une partie de leur 

valeur, proportionnelle à l'utilisation domestique qui en est faite. 
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Les services non marchands pris en compte dans la dépense de consommation finale des 

ménages comprennent tout d'abord les paiements partiels des ménages aux administrations 

publiques (APU) (hôpitaux, enseignement, musées, théâtres) ou aux institutions sans but 

lucratif au service des ménages (ISBLSM) (séances de ciné-club, spectacles amateurs, offices 

religieux). S'y ajoutent les services domestiques fournis par le personnel salarié employé par 

les ménages (employés de maison, nourrices, concierges et gardiens d'immeubles), qui ont 

leur contrepartie en production pour compte propre des ménages. 

Pour passer de la dépense de consommation des ménages à la consommation effective, il 

faut ajouter les transferts sociaux en nature versés par les APU et ISBLSM, qui constituent 

une dépense de consommation pour celles-ci. 

Les dépenses de consommation finale des administrations publiques sont subdivisées entre 

dépenses de consommation finale individualisable (celles dont le consommateur effectif est 

identifiable), santé et éducation pour l’essentiel, et dépenses de consommation collective 

correspondant aux fonctions régaliennes des administrations : justice, défense, police, 

administration générale…. 

Les transferts sociaux en nature des administrations publiques aux ménages correspondent 

aux dépenses de consommation finale individualisable de ces administrations. 

La consommation effective des administrations publiques ne comprend plus alors que les 

biens et services inclus dans les dépenses de consommation finale collective. 

L'ensemble de la dépense de consommation des ISBLSM, qui est considéré comme 

individualisable, constitue une consommation effective des ménages. Il n'y a donc pas de 

consommation finale effective pour les ISBLSM. 

 MENAGES ADMINISTRATIONS 
PUBLIQUES 

ISBLSM 

Dépenses de 
consom
mation 

Dépenses de consommation des 
ménages 

Dépenses collectives et 
individuelles des 
administrations 
publiques 

Dépenses de consommation des 
ISBLSM 

Consommation 
effective 

Dépenses de consommation des 
ménages 
+ 
Dépenses individuelles 
des APU 
+ 
Dépenses de 
consommation des 
ISBLSM 

Dépenses collectives des 
administrations 
publiques 

 

... se distingue de la dépense des ménages... 
 

La dépense de consommation des ménages définie par la comptabilité nationale est 
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différente de la dépense qui ressort des enquêtes auprès des ménages. Elle comprend en 

effet l'autoconsommation, les avantages en nature, les loyers imputés. 

Pourtant, comme la dépense, elle n'inclue pas la valeur ajoutée domestique (préparation des 

repas, travail ménager, aide aux enfants dans leurs devoirs scolaires, bricolage). 

Mais c’est par ailleurs une notion plus restreinte que la dépense, car la comptabilité nationale 

ne classe pas en consommation l'achat et les gros travaux d'amélioration du logement, les 

intérêts liés à ceux-ci, les impôts. Elle ne retrace pas non plus les achats de ménages à 

d'autres ménages : seules les marges commerciales des revendeurs sont prises en compte. 

C'est notamment le cas pour le poste « voitures d'occasion ». 

Si elles couvrent des champs différents et satisfont à des contraintes particulières, ces deux 

notions ont aussi des utilisations complémentaires. La consommation mesurée par les 

comptes nationaux est à privilégier pour l'analyse des séries temporelles ou l'analyse 

économétrique faisant intervenir de nombreuses variables des comptes, qui respectent les 

contraintes de comparabilité. La dépense saisie par les enquêtes auprès des ménages est plus 

apte à mettre en évidence les disparités internes aux populations enquêtées (socio-

professionnelles, démographiques ou géographiques), et permet d'introduire des données 

autres que comptables, plus qualitatives, dans une étude. 

... et peut être rapprochée du chiffre d'affaires du commerce. 
Une partie des achats des ménages est effectuée auprès du commerce, essentiellement de 

détail. On peut ainsi rapprocher le chiffre d'affaires des commerçants de la consommation 

des ménages telle qu'elle vient d'être définie. Ce rapprochement ne porte en fait que sur la 

partie dite « commercialisable » des achats des ménages, celle susceptible de transiter par un 

commerçant. En sont exclus l'eau, le gaz naturel, l'électricité et tous les services. 

Les statistiques de chiffre d'affaires apportent des informations complémentaires par rapport 

aux données de la comptabilité nationale. Elles permettent en particulier de décrire de façon 

détaillée le système de distribution (commerce spécialisé ou non, types de commerces tels 

qu'hypermarché, magasin populaire, supérette en succursales, tranche de chiffre d'affaires ou 

d'effectif salarié).  

 
II. Methodology: 
 
De nombreuses sources entrent dans l'évaluation de la consommation des ménages ; parmi 

celles-ci les enquêtes auprès des ménages et les statistiques d'entreprises tiennent une place 

importante. Mais d'autres informations sont utilisées, et plusieurs acteurs interviennent, à 

différents stades du processus d'évaluation.  
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Une proposition confrontée à des évaluations indépendantes 

Le chiffrage de la dépense de consommation d'une année donnée se fait en trois étapes. 

Dans la première étape, une « proposition » à un niveau de nomenclature très fin est 

élaborée au sein de la division « Synthèses des Biens et Services » par la section « 

Consommation des ménages ». Une synthèse de sources variées est réalisée : enquêtes 

périodiques (exemple : budgets de famille) ou de conjoncture auprès des ménages, enquêtes 

de branches, statistiques de syndicats professionnels, commerce extérieur, exploitation de 

panels de ménages ou de commerçants. L'optique comportement des ménages est privilégiée 

ici. Cette première synthèse conduit : 

• soit, le plus souvent, à retenir un indice d’évolution en valeur, utilisé pour obtenir 

une consommation en valeur courante. Celle-ci est ensuite déflatée par l'évolution 

annuelle moyenne des prix à la consommation (IPC) observée par l'Insee pour 

obtenir la consommation évaluée aux prix de l'année précédente ;  

• soit, dans les autres cas, à retenir un indice d'évolution en volume, qui, appliqué à la 

consommation en valeur de l'année précédente, permet d'obtenir la consommation 

évaluée aux prix de l'année précédente. A cette dernière, on applique l'évolution 

annuelle moyenne des prix à la consommation pour obtenir la consommation en 

valeur courante.  

Cette proposition initiale est confrontée dans la deuxième étape à d'autres évaluations : les 

comptes du commerce, élaborés dans une optique de distribution, sur le champ « 

consommation commercialisable » ; les « équilibres ressources-emplois » par produits (dans 

lesquels la consommation constitue un emploi), où prédomine l'optique production. Des 

arbitrages sont alors nécessaires ; ils peuvent toucher la consommation des ménages. Le plus 

souvent, à l'issue de cette étape, l'évaluation de la consommation est arrêtée. 

Enfin, dans la phase de synthèse générale des comptes, la consommation équilibrée par 

produits, et l'agrégat dépense de consommation finale des ménages sont confrontés aux 

grands équilibres du tableau économique d'ensemble et aux agrégats du compte des 

ménages. Des arbitrages sont effectués, qui peuvent concerner la consommation finale des 

ménages. 

La partie concernant les dépenses individualisables des administrations publiques (transferts 

sociaux en nature) est issue de leur compte élaboré par la direction de la Comptabilité 

Publique ou la Direction de la Prévision. Les dépenses individualisables des ISBLSM sont 

évaluées par la division « Synthèse Générale des Comptes ». 
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Périodiquement, une nouvelle base 
Jusqu’à présent tous les dix ans environ, et à l’avenir tous les cinq ans, les statisticiens font 

une révision approfondie des méthodes et des évaluations de la comptabilité nationale : 

cette rénovation constitue une nouvelle base. Les changements de base s'accompagnent de 

révisions des concepts ou des nomenclatures. Les données contenues dans ce document 

appartiennent à la base 95 des comptes. 

Des révisions annuelles 
Les chiffres des années 1959 à 2000 sont publiés dans les concepts et nomenclatures de la 

base 95. La consommation des années 1959-1998 l’est dans sa version définitive. Les chiffres 

relatifs à l'année 1999 sont des estimations susceptibles d’être révisées en 2002. La 

consommation de l'année 2000 est publiée ici dans sa première version dite provisoire ; elle 

est susceptible d’être révisée en 2002, puis en 2003. 

 
III. Classification: 
 

Les séries de consommation finale des ménages sont présentées dans trois nomenclatures. 

Chacune d'elles est adaptée à un usage particulier.  

La première, la plus détaillée, est une nomenclature de produits, comprenant 304 postes 

élémentaires. Elle classe les produits selon une optique de processus de fabrication et 

matière de l'objet consommé (textile, bois, chimie,...). Elle distingue les biens des services, le 

marchand du non marchand. 

Elle s'articule avec les regroupements plus agrégés utilisés dans les comptes nationaux : 

niveau 118 ou niveau G, 40 ou niveau F, 16 ou niveau E et 5 ou niveau D. Ces codes sont 

indiqués en première colonne des tableaux. 

Cette nomenclature est à privilégier quand on se réfère à la production, pour des études de 

marché, ou lors de comparaisons avec des chiffres d'affaires. 

La deuxième est une nomenclature de fonctions. Elle correspond à un classement selon les 

besoins auxquels la consommation répond. Alimentation, boissons alcoolisées et tabac, 

articles d'habillement et chaussures, logement chauffage éclairage, équipement du logement, 

santé, transport, communications, loisirs-culture, éducation, hôtels cafés et restaurants, 

autres biens et services constituent les douze grandes fonctions. La fonction 13 représente 

les dépenses de consommation des institutions sans but lucratif au service des ménages 

(ISBLSM) et la 14ème regroupe les dépenses de consommation individuelle des 

administrations publiques (APU). 
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Cette nomenclature regroupe, aux prix de quelques conventions, les produits, biens et 

services, complémentaires c'est-à-dire simultanément nécessaires à la satisfaction d'un même 

besoin, ou substituables c'est à dire alternatifs pour satisfaire un même besoin. Par exemple, 

la fonction « transport » regroupe les achats de véhicules, leurs frais d'entretien et de 

réparation, la consommation de carburants, les dépenses de transports ferroviaires, routiers, 

et enfin les transports aériens. 

Une telle présentation se prête à l'étude du comportement des ménages. Pour cette raison, 

elle est utilisée dans les modèles de consommation, et dans les calculs d'élasticité de la 

consommation par rapport au revenu aussi bien qu'aux prix. Le plus souvent, les projections 

sont faites selon cette nomenclature. On retiendra cette présentation en particulier pour 

l'analyse de la consommation sur le long ou moyen terme. 

De plus, la nomenclature de fonctions présente l'avantage d'être la nomenclature 

internationale COICOP. C'est pourquoi elle convient tout à fait aux comparaisons entre 

pays. Elle est ainsi utilisée dans les publications de l'ONU, de l'OCDE et d'Eurostat. 

La troisième nomenclature se fonde sur le critère de durabilité, et oppose les biens durables 

aux biens fongibles. Elle distingue les biens des services. Elle classe les biens en trois groupes 

: biens durables importants (véhicules, meubles, équipement ménager ou de loisir), biens 

semi-durables (textile, habillement) et biens non durables (alimentation, énergie). Cette 

nomenclature est très utile pour l'analyse conjoncturelle. A court terme, l'évolution du 

revenu des ménages, notamment, a des conséquences différentiées sur la consommation 

classée par durabilité. 
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APPENDIX II: TABLES 
Table A1. Reference periods 
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For daily expenditures diaries are preferred. Each person aged 14 years old or more is asked to fill a diary during 
fourteen days. Two extra questionnaires are filled in: The checking questionnaire and the quality questionnaire. The 
first one was asked during the second and third visit and checked that the household did not forget expenditures. The 
second one is filled in by the interviewers. It records 1  the interviewer’s point of view on the quality of answers given 
by the household in the questionnaire,   and the reliability of diaries,. 
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Table A2. Dempatem full goods classification  
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Table A3. Dempatem restricted goods classification 
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Table A4. Zero expenditures 
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Tables A5. Engel Curves estimation Results 
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Table A6. Variable descriptive characteristics 
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Table A7. Comparison of beta estimates for impact of outliers and selection zero response bias 
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Table 4bis. Restricted budget shares by quintile of equivalent total expenditure (per capita) 
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Table 4ter. Restricted budget shares by quintile of equivalent total expenditure (sqrt of size) 
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